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Other French Weeks activities
include two concerts by French
musicians, presentation of
scholarly papers and a speech by a
high-ranking French diplomat.

Advisors
Interviews for Resident
Advisor positions in the men's
residence hall:s begin oh Nov. 10.
Students interested in the
advisory positions for either the
spring semester or the 1970·71
academic year should complete an
application and return it to the
assistant dean of students for
housing in Coronado Hall.
Advisors receive a single room,
full board and $20 per month for
nine months. Qualifications
include a 2.3 grade point average,
junior standing, and leadership
experience. Applicants must also
be single.

Political Science

1ilo

Wednesday, Oct. 29
Cultural Awareness Center; Union; Room
231-E: 1 p.m.
J?anhe1lenic Council: Union; Room 230;
4:30p.m.
AWS Judicial Board; Union: Room 230;
6:30 p,;m.
Delta Sigma Pi Pledges; Union 231-A; 7
p.m.
Stude'nt Scnnte: Union; Room 140; 7 p,m.
3 H 0; Union; Room 250A·B: 7 p.m.
Pop u ln r Entertainment Committee:
Union, Room 231-B; 7:30 p.m.
Alpha KnPPfl Psii Union; Room 231-D;
8 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union; Room 230; 8 p,m,
Wednesday Night Dunce; Union Ball·
room: 8 p.m.

Two professors have joined the
political science faculty at UNM. lllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllll\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Tocary Bastos, author of
several Pllblications, is a visiting
professor in the department this
year. Dr. Bastos received his B.A.
degree from the University of
Reeruitcrs representing the following
Brazil, his master's degree from companies 'or agencies will visit the Center
to interview candidates for positions:
the University of Sao Paulo, and
his Ph.D. from the Federal lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Wednesdny, October 29
University of Minas Gerais.
TEXAS
WATER DEVELOPMENT
Norma Gilbert, former
BOARD-CE, ME, Geologists (BS, MS)
assistant professor at Western
Econ., (BS, MS)
UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALI·
Education
Illinois University, received her
FORNIA-ChE, ME, CE (BS l
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & COMPANYB.Sc.
degree
from
California
State
Three new instructors have
Business Admin .• Acctg.• Law
ANCHORAGE BOROUGH SCHOOL
joined the UNM College of College and her M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees from Claremont Graduate DISTRICT, ANCHORAGE, ALASKAEducation faculty.
Kinclergnrten thru Grade 12
· They are Gerald Eugene School. Dr. Gilbert is a member of
Thursday, October 30
Cunico, industrial arts; Richard D. Phi Sigma Alpha and is currently
ARlllY & AIR FORCE EXCHANGE
doing
research
on
drug
abuse
SERVICF~Acctg., Arch./ME, Bus, Ad·
Van Dongen, elementary
min., Math, Econ., Ind. Rcl., Psychology,
education and William Robert problems for publication.
Audit, Marketing
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & COMPANYMerz, edu~ational foundations.

Recruiting U ·

Spolsky

Art Exhibit
Lithographs by some of the
best known turn · of · the century French artists are being
shown at the UNM Art Museum
beginning Monday.
Artists represented include
Cezanne, Bannard, ToulouseLautrec, Vuiliard and Pissarro.
Other lithographs are by
Signac, Cheret, Carriere, Steinlen,
Forain, Redan, Fautin · Latour,
Denis, Mucha, Lunois, Puvis de
Chavannes, Hermann· Paul,
DeFeure and Roussel.
The exhibition, which is in the
print room of the lower gallery,
js being- shown as part of French
Weeks activities at TJNM from
Nov. 3·17. The exhibition,
however, will remain hanging until
Nov. 30.

Dr. Bernard Spolsky, director
of the TJNM program in linguistics
and language pedagogy, will
participate in a conference Nov.
4·6 held in Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
by the National Association for
Foreign Student Affairs.
Dr. Spolsky will serve as
recorder for the session on English
as a Second Language.

I

Business Admin., Acctg., Law
AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSUR·
ANCE CO.-All maiors
MONTGOMERY WARD-Gen. Bus., Re·
tailing or Econ., Liberal Arts for Jr.
1\Ianngement Trainee, Dus.. Liberal Arts,
Fin., Math., Econ. !or Credit Management
-Acctg., Audit for Controller & Auditors
J. M. HUBER CORPORATION-ChE,
ME (BS, MS)
Friday, October 31
ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE
SERVICE-Acctg., Arch./ME, Bus, Admin.,
Mnth, Econ., Ind. Rel., Psychology, Audit,
MarketinR"
TOUCHE, ROSS & COMPANY-Acctg.,
Finance

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
159, afternoons pre!erab)y or mai1.
mum· ($1.40) per time nm. If nd is to
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to Uc
UNM P.O. Box 20
J)er word and the minimum number or
AlbUqUerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10,
TERMS: Payment must be mnde in full prior to insertion o£ advert.isement.

1)

COIN LAUNDRY-Open 24 hrs. 7 days a
week. 610 Central SE. 10/31

PERSONALS

SHOP for your Christmas gifts at the
SHIRE LEAcTHER SHOP. Pant., skirts,
shirts, vests. NE corner of Edith hnd
Candelaria. 11/4
BICYCLE STOLEN: red, Huffy Mark X,
from Okies Friday 24th between 9-12:00
p.m. Any information please call 243·
1573. No questions asked. 11/3
DEADLINE for inserting clas•ified 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lob<>.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm.
205, .Toumal!sm Bldg.
THUNDERBIRD taking contributions for
art: drawings, paintings. JiU10graphs,
seulptur~ ete.
Rm. 158, Journalism
Bldg. Grad. students included.
ARTISTS: great opportunity to work for
experimental publication.. Come by room
205, Joumallsm BldR", or call 27·4102
from 9-5,
YEAR-OLD reglstcred
give away. 344·8306,

2)

Beagle bitch

to

LOST&FOUND

LOST! Woman's light blue ski jacket,. in
SUB Saturday moming. Reward. Call
277·3967. 10/29
FOUND: leather case with key on lawn
outside Sara Reynold• Hall, morninR" of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.
LOST: 5 mo. old Weimaraner pup. Light
brown short hair; floppy ears, gray eyes.
Four childre'l1 hurting. Reward. Call Col·
lege Inn 243·2881 or 842-5944. 11/3
LOST: WHITE UMBRELLA, SUD, Tues·
day, Oetober 21, 6 :15•8 :oo. Margretta
LeRoy, Ortega Hall. Reward. 10/29
FOUND: 1969 'Vnlley High Class Ring,
girls red stone. Call 299-6940,
WALLET LOST. Sentltnental. value. ID
267-86·8506. No questions. Call 242·4279,

3)

SERVICES

moNING-humane rates, pickup and de•
· liverY. Bagworm and Washerwoman Ltd,
247•8737. 11/6
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP of!erlng
regular haircuts, razor ellis, styling, 243·
0003.

RENT-A. $1.00 a day
Free Delivery, Pick Uj), And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rate

Bock's TV Rentals
268·4689

·

~,.'.___._~~~b~r~A~v~a~iiM;;~;;._==~

5)

FOR SALE

BMW lSETTA. $40. Call 296-2418. U/4
LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Theta!
Will deliver, Let the Phi Dells lig-ht
your way. 243·0066.
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great con·
dition, air conditioning, 2 spkt. radio.
344-3654 after 4 pm.
Now on our tables-new shipment of our
famous reduced non-fiction books, hallprice paperbacks. and beautiful new
bargain books. Al!o till Christmas 6'/j,
discount on new current books on our
shelves. QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP. 2128
Central SE.
1965 MustanR". Excellent condition. Call
842-8565 after 7 p.m. 11/3
FOR SALE: 1042, 45 Harley Davidson
with extended front end~ custom seat,
bar and tnnk set Up. Top end recently
worked over. Needs a .rew very minor
jobs done. $218. Owner also is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-5011 Grant after 6 p.m. Mort·
day through Thursday nnd Snnday afternoon.
1965 PORSCHE opeedster, good condition.
$1000. 243-5488.
USED 1969 BMW 2002. White wlth blue
interior. 18,000_ rniJes; very goo_d condi·
tion. Contact Gerhard Motors, 265·5549.
PAIR HEAD GS 190's mounted, N""ada
toe brand new rotomat heel. $100.
Ma'rR"aret 243·1438. Long thongs. 10/81
'65 PLYMOUTH J;'URY III, 383. !Loaded.
New tires. $1260. 243·7168,
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where the heads of all nations meet
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ALICE'S
RESTAtJMNTY'

now you can SEE anything you want at ...

Recital

Gail Long, a junior in the UNM
department of music, will present
a piano recital Thu!Sday at 8:15
p.m. in the UNM Recital Hall.
The program includes
Schubert's Moments Musicaux
(Opus 94), Mozart's Sonata in A,
K. 331, and Bach's Toccata in C
minor.
Admission to the recital is free.

fu,f'.ut:tt

uAUCE'S RESTAURANT::•• ARLO GUTHRIE

PAT QUINN· JAMES BROOERIC~ So«"'""''""' PETE SEEGER ·lEE HAYS •• MICJWl MC CLNiATHAN

Where you will Find
Quality Paperbacks and
Selected Hardbound Titles

COLOR by Deluxe

HiLAND
265-4575
\bsibu~li L~s~Wee\;2.•
Open I :00
Feature: at

120 Yale St. S.E.

I :35 3:45 5:50 7:55 I 0:00

Phone 842-1413

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER

10~1!),/tff@il

Foreign Ca1
Specialists

,.... ,, PETER IDENNIS
FONDA HOPPER

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

PARTIALLY
FILMED TN

NEW MEXICO

JACK NICHOLSON

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

llN COLOR!

Free Estimate$

~estrrcted

265-5901

Thursday,

Global Van Lines Agent

No. 33

A resolution urging UNM's withdrawal
from the WAC, or expulsion of, Brigham
Young University due to the "prejudicial
actions" taken against black athletes was
passed by Senate last night.
The resolution stateswthat the presence of
BYU ill' the WAC "continually creates
situations whereby the Mormon church's
religious freedom is incompatible with the
civil rights of other athletic participants."
The resolution will be sent to the UNM
Athletic Council, and the WAC conference
officials.
As an alternative to UNM's withdrawal
from the WAC, the resolution recommends
that ''action be taken regarding the
expulsion" of BYU from the WAC.

"We are not passing judgment on
anybody with this resolution; we are
expressing our opinion on what should be
done," said Senator Sam Johnson. "We are
not even using the limited power invested in
us.,
The resolution is the second considered
by the ASUNM Senate requesting
withdrawal from the WAC. A similar
resolution failed to pass last year.
A referendum question concerning BYU
was not passed by the student body last
year.
"The referendum question last year was
so vaguely worded that the vote didn't mean
anything," said Senator Doug MacCurdy.

"Clear Expression"

Reject Appointment
The Senate rejected the appointment of
Tom Taoit to the chairmanship of Rally
Committee, by a vote of six to eight. Tabit
was questioned on his views and plans for
dealing with the controversial issues of the
cheerleading squad, and Fiesta.
A joint Senate and student affairs ad hoc
committee was formed to study the campus
organization chartering procedure to "clarify
the rights" of chartered organizations as
opposed to non-chartered organizations, and
the "discretionary powers" of the Student
Affairs Committee in matters of chartering.
The bill authorizes the presentation of the
ad hoc committee's findings no later than
Nov.12.
A bill was introduced which supports the
"several non-academic workers" in their
efforts to "communicate their request for
higher wages and better working conditions
to their superiors." The bill was referred to
Steeering Committee.
A resolution was introduced by Senators
Bob Speer, and Alan Zavolnik asking the
physical education department to look into
the situation of robberies in the physical
education locker roo~.
The Senate accepted the resignation of
Senator Carol Lazorik effective last night.

At their last meeting, the Regents said if
they received a "clear expression" of
support for withdrawal from the WAC from
the students and faculty, they would "take
steps in that direction."
"If the Regents feel there is enough
support behind this they will take steps
toward withdrawal," said Senator Jack
Huntsman, one of the sponsors of the BYU
resolution.
Another sponsor of the resolution, Senator Frank Lihn, said the resolution is "one
way to show support" for a change in UNM
policy toward BYU.
"Approval"
"If the student body does not express
displeasure, I will take that to mean that
they express approval," said Senate
President Joe Alarid, after the resolution was
passed.
Petitions and a referendum were
discussed as means of obtaining student
body opinion on the athletic policy question
but no plan was instituted.
Senator Carol Lazorik, who opposed the
measure, said the matter is one of
"conscience,, and past inaction by Senate
"puts us in no position to tell others what to
do."

333 Wyoming N.E.
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Rally Appointment

Tom Tabet listens while the
Senate discusses his appointment
to Rally Committee last night.
The Senate rejected the
appointment on an 8·6 vote.

Attorney For Blacks
Seeks Reinst:at:emen€
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (UPI)- An
attorney for 14 Negro athletes
dismissed from the University of
Wyoming said Wednesday chances
for settling the matter out of
court appeared dim.
William Waterman of Pontiac,
Mich., said he would file a suit
Thursday morning in Federal
court in Cheyenne seeking an
injunction to force reinstatement
of the players. He said an
alternate suit asking $1.1 million
in damages would be filed in the
same petition.
Waterman has been threatening
to. file the suit since Monday. He
sa1d Wednesday he had delayed to
obtain the players' signatures on
the complaint. They signed at a
meeting Wednesday.
"Personally Involved"
"I believe they should be
personally involved, at least to
this extent," he said.
Waterman said his proposed
suit would seek .$75,000 for each
player plus $50,000 in punitive
damages for a total of $1.1
million.
"The chance for settling this
out of court seems to be past,"
Waterman said.
Withdrawal Procedures
It was learned Wednesday that
four black members of the track
team had instituted withdrawal
procedures at the university.
Willie Black, chancellor of the
Black Student Allinnce at
Wyoming, said Jerry Miller, Grady
Manning, Huey ,Johnson, and Bob
Frazier were withdrawing ·from
school as a result of the dismissals.
Black said the football players
and the alliance wanted to see the

university come out of the
incident with clean hands.
"However, that will not be the
case once this thing goes to
court," Black said.
Amount of Suit
Waterman said the amount of
the suit was based on loss of
prospective earnings in a
professional football career, and
computed at $15,000 per year for
five years for each player.
Waterman said the Federal suit,
which he expected to file about 9
a.m. Thursday, would seek an
injunction to force reinstatement
or an alternative judgement of the
$1.1 million.
The players were dismissed
from the team Oct. 17 after they
wore black armbands in support
of a student portest against a
game with Mormon-operated
Brigham Young University in
Laramie, Wyo.
Violate Role
University officials said the
players violated an athletic
department rule by wearing the
armbands.
Waterman said the issue in the
suits was larger than head football
coach Lloyd Eaton, the football
team or special interest groups on
both sides.
"The state of Wyoming is
putting a great deal at stake right
now," he said. Waterman is an
advisor to the Michigan chapt~I; "(Jf
. the NAACP.
.Eaton has since announced
that the rules against athletes
taking part in demonstrations off
the athletic field would be
rescinded, but the 14 would
remain on suspension for the rest
of the season.

Pub Board Gives Approval
To New Mirage Format:

$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

APACA INC•.
MOVING & STORAGE
All Types Moving &'Storage
Moving Js Our Only Business
Fbr Free Estimates

October 30, 1969

Senate Resolution Asks
End to WAC Affiliation

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED: Occasional babysitter for 6
month. old, at reside'ncc. Call 2~6·4778.
10/30
PART-TIME GIRL FRIDAY:. Two out•
standing young ladies n•eded. Must be
willing to .learn orchids. Hard work. and
responsibility but pleasant aurround•ngs,
Call 255•2416. 10/30
PART·TIME OPENINGS: SubsidiarY of
Alcoa. Good pay, scholarships available.
InterVIews at 10 a.m. & 2 p.m., Wed•
licsdny, October 29 at Placement Cen•
ter.
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Briefs
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Wedne$day, October 29, 1969
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Ellen Shoemaker, left, serves food to people on the mall yesterday.

· Food Sale.

The rally was sponsored by SOC to raise money for the Physical Plant
workers.

The student publications board
last night gave the go ahead to a
three edition photo· news
magazine format for the 1970
Mirage.
The new plan calls for three
segments of "100 to 115 pages
each in a magazine bound book of
about 90 percent photographs" to
be distributed throughout the
year, at a cost of $2 each, said
Mirage editor, Lynn Hudson.
The change in format came
after only 750 subscriptions to
the traditional Mirage were sold at
$7 each this semester. 'rhe price
had been raised from $2 the year
before because the ASUNM
subsidy Wa$ cut in half, and the
$15,000 was not enough to cover
costs, said Miss Hudson.
The first issue will cover
football, Moratorium Day and "all

activities up to press time," and
will come out after Chl'istmas and
before closed week, she said .
The second edition will comeout "before the spring break and
will include basketball, "all
happenings, and organization
pictures." The issue date of the
last issue is "flexible" but will
include summaries of campus
events and "of course all the
news," she said.
A cover will be sold with the
last edition and students who have
subscribed already will receive all
three editions, and the cover for
their subscription price,
, Publication board , member,
Brian Wise, said the new proposal
seemed "appealing in appearance
and financially;" ,
To date Mirage had only sold
$5256 worth of yearbooks.

Call 25!1·6864
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Betna

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of tho Univer.
sity year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially emaciated with UNM. Printed
l>y the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
Tho opinions expressed on the editorinl
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
af the Associated Students or of the University of New Mexico,

A General's Star

Bema is unsolicited~ signed guest editorial opinion.
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By SDS

took to the streets, calling on
Americans to cast away the form
In the days of the American of Government so carefully
War of Independence, a ragged determined by our forefathers.
force of men, depending on the Their numbers grew, and
good will of the people of the diminished ·- for the people of
villages and countryside, drove this country did not want
from our land the highly-trained bloodshed and political turmoil
forces of the mightiest nation of again. Through our political
the era. With musket and pistol, systems, we got back on our feet
pitchfork and sword, and bow and and again America prospered.
arrow, our forefathers fought a
But in Europe, a demagogue
long and bitter struggle against a was arming his country. Calling
country whose economic and daily for law and order, he
political practices reduced the directed his country's frustration
colonies to lands of poverty and at the rest of the world - and
despair.
Lebensraum, land to grow.
"''' These same courageous men
And in 1939, he began his
designed a system of government march - and a war more bloody
intended to keep America from than had ever been seen on the
falling into the hands of the kind face of the earth.
of people who had oppressed
In 1941, our represenLatives in
them from across the ocean. They Congress, in the manner
fought to establish freedoms that prescribed by our Constitution,
even we more outspoken members declared war. Once again, America
of the UNM chapter of the threw its weight on the side of
Students for a Democratic Society freedom. And together with
(SDS) still possess.
Britain, France and the Soviet
In the middle of the nineteenth Union, we defeated Hitler.
century, the growth of industry in
There were those who loudly
the North threatened the disagreed at the time, but their
agricultural plantations of the ideas were not acceptable to
South. Our ancestors fought a people in support of freedom.
long and bloody conflict over
At the end of the Second
their differences.
World War, America had the
European nations lent their greatest military machine ev'r to
support to the North and to the exist in the history of man. We
South - and were hotly criticized had defeated Hitler, had provided
for their interference in our massive military aid to the Soviet
"~
mternal affairs. And at the end of Union, had developed and
the Civil War, we again stood dropped the atomic bomb, and
united against the future.
had sent more than a hundred
And America grew, and thousand American soldiers into
prospered.
China to fight the Communist
In 1914,· after the German Chinese.
Kaiser had attacked American
This time our military men
ships at sea and sent American stayed. And when General
citizens to the ocean's. bottom, Douglas MacArthur saw his
our representatives in Congress, in chance in Korea, he plunged us
the manner prescribed by our into another civil war..
Constitution, declared war on the
Before the President had told
Axis powers and we threw our him to go.
weight on the side of freedom.
Before the American people
The Axis fell.
knew about it.
But by the time the war had
Without the expressed order of
ended, five thousand American Congress.
soldiers under the command of a
By the time our elected
British general were fighting the officials ordered MacArthur out
newly-born Soviet Union in a civil of Korea, he had thrown a
war in North Russia. ~nd by the hundred thousand Americans at
'"'l;ime the American people had the border of Red China - and
demanded and achieved their into a trap that he ha.d warned of
return, nearly three thousand had about only nineteen days before.
fallen in battle.
WhUe our blood was running in
Ten years later America fell Korea, France was losing a
into a Great Depression. Almost colonial war in Southeast Asia. We
half of the American people were paid eighty percent of their cost,
thrown out of work.
In 1954, according to President
And there were those who Eisenhower, eighty percent of the

people of Vietnam supported the
men who were fighting their War
of Independence. They cared less
about the fact that most of them
were Communists, than our
forefathers cared about the fact
that the American freedom
fighters were convicted criminals
and so-called godless heretics in
Europe.
Geneva
promised
internationally supervised free
elections in 1956 for the people
of Vietnam. The American
military power provided through
Michigan State Unive1·sity by the
CIA broke that promise -because
the people of Vietnam would have
elected home-grown Vietnamese
Communists astheir leaders.
This time our milita1-y leaders
virtually snuck into the area and
again have taken the American
nation down the road to war,
With out the express
declaration of Congress.
This time, without the ex post
facto approval of the United
Nations.
And this time, at the expense
of the respect of the rest of the
world.
We are doing to Vietnam what
Britain did to us in the eighteenth
century.
We are doing what the nations
of Europe did during our Civil
War,
We are doing to the
Vietnamese people what Hitler
did to the Jews during World War
II.
Is our system of government
afflicted by some subversive
disease? Has the idea of
government as an expression of
the will of the people been stolen
from us?
We of the Students for a
Democratic Society cannot
answer these two . questions for
the people of America.
But we do support the right of
the people of Vietnam to establish
their own independent nation.
·And those people have supported
the National Liberation Front
through twenty years of war
against the mightiest nation of the
era. And they support their
Provisional Government.
So do we.
And if there is treason in this
country, and .if America is riddled
with subversion, it is not in the
Students for a Democratic
Society.
It wears a general's star.
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The Tangled Wire /
l-louse
Stops
Action
(A Biased Analysis) /
On Draft Legislation
Thursday, Oetober 3(), 1969
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By KEN MARLOWE

The Draft Battle rages on the House Floor, and no wonder
the reformers (of the bill) want to end most student
deferments (on the ground that it is unfair to grant immunity
to those wealthy enough to go to college), standardize
classification criteria across the nation (thus ending regional
or local tendencies to exempt certain groups through more
rigid standards), limit Vietnam-bound troops to volunteers,
and order the start of preparations for abolishing the draft
althogether. Nixon's lottery proposal is assured of easy
passage, but if other proposals are added to the bill, the
Senate Armed Services Committee is likely to kill it.

I

HEW Blacklist
The Department of Health, Education and Welfa1·e has
been accused of maintaining a "blacklist" of scientists whose
"views or activities in matters of civic or political interest"
conflict with the aims of HEW. Secretary Finch was "unable
·to find" the list, but such a policy would certainly be
far-sighted - just look what the Justice Department had to
do to get rid of its liberals ...
Florida Governor Claude Kirk denounced Dr, Margaret
Mead Tuesday as a "dirty old lady" for advocating
legalization of marijuana for persons over 16.

j
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Museum Purchase Exhibit
Will Sell Paintings Nov. 3

Not Double Jeopardy?
Duane Earl Pope, 26, tried in federal court for murder and
bank robbery, found guilty, and sentenced to death, was
saved by the U.S. Supreme Court. Now the State of Nebraska
is going to try him for the same first-degree murders.
Authorities filing the charges said double jeopardy would not
be involved. He will be defended by a former Nebraska
Governor.
Rep. Albert Watson, R-S.C., has proposed that National
Guard units be activated to patrol schools and classrooms in
Washington, D.C...
San Francisco Muni Court Judge John O'Kane ordered the
arrest of a "witch" Tuesday- and confiscated her broom. He
jailed Geri Southworth - the witch - earlier this year for
feeding pigeons.
The University of Texas at Austin faculty has asked
regents' chairman Frank Erwin to resign or face possible
impeachment, by a vote of 6 to 5. Erwin said the faculty
acted like the Students for a Democratic Society which has
repeatedly demanded his resignation. Erwin refused last week
to drop charges against the 26 demonstrators who tried to
"save the trees" from contractors while an injunction was
being brought from the courthouse to stop the machines.
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Lettel'!l arc welcome, and obould
be no lon11cr than 250 wordo typewritten, double opaced. NIUilc, telephone nun1h<r and addrCOII must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon l'equost.

over the number of "lovely"
people, Therefore undue attention
is being given a minority group
and the normal middling plain to
purely ugly are being ignored.
I respectfully ask The Lobo
sport guys to consider ugly people
for their pictures.
Jane Emerson

To the Editor:
I would like to speak in
defense of Mr. Grant Harvey's
much maligned "Ivory Tower"
column for its wit, unfearing
attacks on anything and
everything sacred, and for its
knack at brightening up an
otherwise drab day,
It is not often that one gets the
opportunity to read a humor
Release Quarterly
column that bases its e:xistencc on
laughing at people and hopefully
getting people to laugh at To the Editor:
Before that A1·gentinia11
themselves, If more people
laughed at themselves this old publication decides whether or
world would be a helluva nice not it wants a translation of the
place to live.
New Mexico Quarterly, it should
be advised that there are certain
Ride on Grant Harvey, you are
a tremendous contribution to the ·words in Michael McClure's poem
long forgotten "sense of humor." that are not easily translatable
Margaret Law into Spanish without losing
something in tho process.
And as long as I've got the
editorial
floor, I would like to
Lobo Uglies
suggest to the Regents that they
rid themselves of the "Love Lust"
To the Editor:
The proposition of "Lobo paranoia and release the NMQ. It
could be an educaUonal
Lovely" is 'prima facie' absurd for cxperienco
the reason that the nurnbcr of legislature. for our sheltered
ugly people are in vast majority
Stuart Paul

Anthropology Museum receptionist Kathy Nunes (second from·
right) discusses items at the museum's sales desk with volunteer workers
from the Faculty Women's Chtb, (from left) Mrs. Stuart Hollingsworth,
Mrs, Thomas W. Christopher and Mrs. Charlie Steen.

Students Lead Museum Tours

Defense attorneys for the fed who shot his girl will
contend that the shooting was accidental. The agent, free on
$50,000 bond, is described as "a close friend of all Dallas
deputies."
Meanwhile, Chicago Eight Judge Julius ("Mr. Magoo")
Hoffman has warned Black Panther leader Bobby Seale that
he could be "gagged and chained" if he doesn't keep his
place. Seale says he's being railroaded.
An all-white Arkansas jury has convicted a black man of
being a "disorderly person" the night he was beaten and
hospitalized by a white mob at Fon·est City.

Ride On

Members had not actually reached the point of acting on
the lottery - which an overwhelming number approve when the breakoff occurred. They were debating whether or
not to follow leadership recommendations and confine House
action on the draft this year. to the lottecy or to throw the
.entire Selective Service act open to amendment.
Volunteers
A strange coalition of Democratic liberals, Southern
conservatives and some rebellious Republicans began voicing
the objection to what they considered an abdication of the
House's responsibility.
Arends, Rivers and other senior lawmakers argued that
any major revision of the draft should come within the next
year, when the House has time to hold hearings. For the
Groups visiting the Maxwell
present, they said, the House should limit itself to meeting
Museum
of Anthropolgy at UNM
Nixon's request for action "now" on the lottery.

For Elementary to High School Pupils

All Together Now

Editor:

Washington (UPI) - House leaders Wednesday night
abruptly broke off consideration of President Nixon's draft
lottery proposal when it appeared they might not be able to
P,revent wholesale revamping of the Selective Servibe law.
House Republican Whip Leslie Arends, ill., explained the
switch in signals by stating: "We thought we'd be stronger in
the morning."
But Chainnan L. Mendel Rivers, D-S.C., of the Armed
Services Committee denied that the measure was put off until
Thursday because the Democratic and Republican leadership
lacked the votes.

I
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The Sixth Annual Purchase
Exhibition at the UNM Art
Museum opens Monday evening
with selections ranging from
masters such as Durer and
Rembrandt to contemporary
artists.
The show, sponsored by
Friends of Art, includes over 100
works picked from galleries in
New York, L0s Angeles and San
Francisco, with other art added
from New Mexico.
Included are paintings, prints,
drawings and sculpture. All are for
sale, with priees ranging from $9
to between $5000 and $6000.
Higher prices represent the value
of the masters' art, while works
by recent artists sell at more
modest prices.
The UNM student government
l!as voted · to use $750 for a
purchaee whkh will be added to
the museum's permanent
collection.
Friends of Art will also
purchase a selection to be given to
the museum. Members will vote
on the choice Saturday night at
Buck Bohemia, where the choices
are displayed,
Besides enlarging the collection
of the museum, the Purchase
·Exhibition has encouraged
collection of art by New
Mexicans.
Last year over $13,000 in art
works were sold, compared to
$5000 the year before.
Since Friends of Art began its
program of donating art works to
the museum in 1966, gifts have
included art by Durer, Pierre
Bannard, Paul Signac, Gian
Battista Piranesi, George Ault,
Marguerite Zorach, and George
Bellows,
Friends of Art will have a
preview showing Monday from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m. The official
opening, which includes a

reception by Friends of Art, will
be from 8:30 to 10 p.m.
The exhibition lasts to Nov.
30.

Omegas, Sisters
Will Give Shows
At Oct. 31 Dance
Two intermission performances
by members of Omega Psi Phi
fraternity and the Quettes, the
little sisters of Omega, will
highlight Omega Psi Phi's
"Halloween .Masqtleradc" dance
Friday, 8 p.m. to midnight, in the
Union Ballroom,
Nineteen members of the
Quettes will present a "rhythmn
line" dance routine during the
first intermission, and four
Omegas will perform a slave line
song and dance routine during thE
second intermission ..
Trophies will be awarded for
the most authentic costume,
individual (one or more) and
group (three or more),
Judges for the costume contest
will be Interfraternity Council
President Mike Campbell,
Panhellenic Council President Pat
Gres, ASUNM President Ron
Curry, ASUNM Vice President Joe
Alarid, Residence Halls Council
President Ralph Lewis, Omega
Pledge Class Sweetheart Barbra
Brown, Omega Sweetheart
Louella Houston, Student Senator
Sandra Heide, Lobo Editor Wayne
Ciddio 1 College Inn Manager
Richard Stewart, and 1969
Homecoming Queen Mary Sue
Gaines.
All fraternity and sorority
presidents will be admitted to the
dance free, General admission to
the dance is $1 and music will be
provided by Rod King and the
Souls,

TERED ONIC
EQUIPMENT

will leave with more than just a
look at the displays.
Museum docents, all UNM
education students participating
in a program conducted jointly by
the UNM College of Education
and department of anthropology,
act as museum guides, They
provide visitors with added insight
into the origin of the exhibitions
and their relation to the culture
and history of New Mexico and
the Southwest.
Most of the groups touring the
museum are public school
:hildren ranging from elementary
to high school level. Last year
more than 12,000 students visited
the museum and more than 1100
students tour the museum
monthly.
Student Docents
The student docents, Jean
Hedberg and Meg Ramsey,
graduate students, and Jane
Loudon, a senior, conduct their
tours on a level which the
particulm· group will understand.
They communicate directly
with the children in the museum
by asking questions and after the
visit have the students send in
drawings or construct objects
rl?lating to their visit.
The artifacts in the museum

needs of the schools and act as
consultants to teachers on
problems relating to their specific
courses in social anthropology,
Southwestern history, and social
studies.
Research is carried on
continuously by the students in
curriculum and instruction, visual
aids, administration and world
culture. They work in conjunction
with Jerry Brody, the museum
curator.
The museum houses a growing
collection of materials, books,
magazines, drawings, and
bibliographies which docents use
in the program,

STEWARDESS ---,
PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
Stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
9801

OPEN
II A.M.

DAllY

Candala-1·ia NE JJ91j-55"11

'

THIRTY-EIGHTH SEASON
Concert November 6-8:15 p.m.
DENIS M. de COTEAU
guest conductor
MARl TSUMURA~ violinist
guest soloist
P1·ogmm

SODS MENAUL BLVD., N.E.
PHONE: 268•4227
STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
Amplifiers: Scott, Harmon Kardon, Monarch, Panasonlc
Car Stereos B Track or Cassettes
Tape Recorders• Roberts, Ampex, and Norelco
Reel to Reel 8 frock and Cas>ettes
Miracord Record Changers and (EMI)
BenJamin Speakers
In All Sizes and Prices
Record Your 8 Track Cartridge or Cossette
Out Of Your Records Free

Tacos
Tostado•
Frijoles
Sopaipilras

Symphony Espagnol-··Lalo
Nocturnes-Debussy
Symphony # 4-·Dvorak
RemainingTicketR-$5.00j $4.00, $3.50, $3:00, $2.50
UNM Students-Y2 Price
Tel.-242-7182
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College Ex-President Seen as Conservative, Honest
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Leftist Threat
Leftism never infected Benson,
and he did his best to keep it away
J. F. Embling, right, of the
from his ·college. Jn 1958, he
department
of education and
Embling
explained that, "We have the
science in England, is on the UNM
greatest system mankind has
1 campus for two lectures.
developed-individual freedom.
That's why here at CMC we try to
teach politics and business policy
together; in other words, political
economy in a free society."
The threat to "our way of life"
is from the left, in Benson's view.
Wondering whether the trend
would be reversed, he wrote in
A new UNM program hi public
"The other big issue among
1964 that "The answer to this
and
administration
British
students in university
science
policy
question obviously lies somewhat
just as it is here,"
.is
being
considered
as
a
model
for
reform
with the many intelligent idealists
possible
adaptation
in
Great
Embling
said,
adding t~at ~ome
.who have voted ... under the
reforms are necessary m higher
impression that labor is somehow Britain.J, F. Embling, deputy education.
better than capital, and that they
secretary,
Department of
Embling noted the student
were aiding the ordinary man by
Education
and
Science
in
displeasure
with the Vietnam war
voting in a number of mildly
England, on the UNM campus for is being expressed in other
collectivist measures.
"lf these intellectual idealists a pair of lectures this week, called Western European countries.
begin to learn some of the lessons the UNM program "an exciting . Early this year he lectured in a
concept in which there is a great West German university and was
learned since World War ll by deal
of interest in England."
the target of a demonstration
their European counterparts-the
Embling
is
lecturing
in
"because
I was from Great Britain
lesson of the dangers of seminars in the science
and
Britain
supports the U.S.
collectivism to politcal and social
administration
program
directed
position.':
liberty and progress-there may·be
While he . .is in New Mexico,
by Dr. Albert H. Rosenthal. His
some chance of change."
discussions for the classes center Embling will visit Santa Fe and
on public science policy in Great Governor Cargo. The British
Opposed Federal Aid
'
official, whose position is roughly
Britain.
In an interview, Embling said equivalent to the Assistant
In 1958, representing the his country is experiencing Secretary of Health, Education
American Enterprise Association, student unrest that closely and Welfare in this country, leaves
Benson went to Washington to parallels the situation in the Saturday. He will speak in
oppose federal aid to education. United States.
Ottowa, Canada, and Washington,
"Any national grant," said
"Students in England," he said, D.C., be~ore returning to London ..
Benson, "is a camel's nose in "are strongly anti· Vietnam - not
education's tent. Both history and anti-American, but opposed to the
folklore suggest that the camel American Vietnam policy." Since
will eventually take over."
the government of Britain
Benson often referred to the supports the U.S. policy in
dangers of big government, but he Vietnam, the student
always made an exception for demonstrations in England
national defense. A colonel in frequently
have an
Army Intelligence during World anti-government tenor, he noted.
War II, he joined the Reserves
Doctors from throughout New
after the war and again rose to the
Mexico are expected in
rank of colonel. He was
Albuquerque next week for an
instrumental in beginning ROTC
intensive five-day course in
at CMC and its sister institution,
cardiology at the UNM School of
Pomona College. He serve,d on the
Department of Defense ROTC
Medicine.
advisory panel from its inception
The postgraduate course in
Dr. Fred W. Dorr, of the Los
in 1950, becoming chairman in Alamos Scientific Laboratory, .will "management of patients with
'1958.
speak to a department of acute myocardial infraction" is
Governor Ronald Reagan mathematics colloquium today at being presented by the New
appointed 'Benaon to California's 3:30p.m. in Room 104 of Marron Mexico Regional Medical Program
Coordinating Councn for Higher Hall.
(RMP) and the medical school's
Education (CCHE) in 1967, and
The lecture, on numerical department of medicine.
Benson soon launched an attack solution of singular perturbation
Director of the course is Dr.
on the University of Califonria for problems for ordinary differential Loyal Conrad, assistant to Dr.
wasting the taxpayer's money. His equations, is open to the public Reginald Fitz, RMP director;
attacks were opposed by and free of charge. Th~re will be
Practical experience will be
University officials as distortions, free coffee and doughnuts at 3 gained by the doct6rs working in
but Reagan cited them often in p.m. in Room 225 of Marron Hall coronary care units at
his budget fights with the for colloquium participants and Presbyterian Hospital, Bataan
University.:.
guests.
Memorial Hospital and Bernalillo
County Medical Centl!r.
Faculty for the course includes
Miss Linda Blacklock, a clinical
instructor with the College of
Nursing and director of the RMP
Nurses Coronary Care. Training
project; and nine medical d6ctors:
James K. Conrad, Loyal L.
Conrad, Jerry Goss, John Leach,
Fried Chicken Special
William Lovekin, Richard Lueker,
Frank Mowry, Richard R. Pyle
v.Fv..rv Wed. & Th~r• .9 A.M. to 12 P.M.
and Nicholas H. Zeller.
Classes will be held all day, and
throughout
the evening, Monday
2 Pieces ,of. Crisp Plump Cflicken
through Friday. Registration is
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast
li Ill i ted to 2 5 practicing
physicians,

l:nglish Government
Studying U Program

Cardiology Class
Will Be Attended
By NM Doctors

Patients in Bernalillo County
Mental Health Center's
Transitional Work Activity (TWA)
program have organized an
independent workers' group that
is demanding higher salaries for
the Center's 60 "work employee"
patients,
The group, known as the
Independent Work Employees
Group (IWEG), was' formed in
August in reaction to a 14 percent
cut in work employee salaries.
Work employees, patients who ru;e
nearing their date of discharge
from the Center, are under TWA,
an advanced therapeutic program,
TWA employees are assigned to
a variety of jobs within the Center
(bookkeepers, housekeepers,
clerical workers, cooks,
dishwashers,- child care service
aides, and researchers), work an
average of 20 hours per week, and
are paid between 25 and 60 cents
per hour.
Federal Poverty Level
Gerry McDonnell, a patient at
the Center for the last four
months, organized the IWEG.
McDonnell, who was discharged
from the Center last week, is
employed in the Center's
Research and Evaluation division.
"While the patients are
receiving therapy there is no
reason they should be living well
below the federal poverty level,"
McDonnell said.
"When the salary cuts were
announced in August, the work
employees asked if they could get
more money. The TWA staff said
no, so the patients decided to do
something," McDonnell said.
McDonnell and another Center
patient, Bill Franklin recently
prepared a financial study that"
outlined and analyzed the work
employees' financial contributions
to the operation of the Center.
The study estimates the
financial contribution of the
patients to the Center at
$27 0,300 and estimates the
financial contribution of the
Center to the patients at
$208,467.
Financial Breakdown
The estimates are divided into

~~
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discontinued by the staff at any
time, (3) work employees do not
work a full 40·hour week and
even when working do not
perform at efficiency levets
characterisitic of staff personnel,
and ( 4) patients are in the
program (TWA) an average of 43
days, a turnover rate substantially
in excess of other Center
employees.
IWEG Conclusions
A minority group on the PPPC
favored work employee
representation on the PPPC,
according to the IWEG statement,
on the grounds that (1) work
employees performed useful
economic work for which they
were conpensated, (2) they
worked more than half time, and
(3) decisions of the PPPC,
particularly as they concerned
salary structure and levels and
general budgetary considerations,
would affect the working
conditions of the work
employees.
Two conclusions arrived at by
IWEG in the aforementioned
statement are that (1) "in view of
the substantial contribution the
work employees make to the
Center over and above what the
•latter makes to them, the IWEG
feels justified in requesting an
additional appropriation to their
salaries."
"In general," the report says,
"it is considered fair to fix that
amount at the sum by which their
contribution exceeds that of the
Center, that is, approximately
$62,000."
Secondly, the IWEG
recommended that "since costs
per patient are not truly
significant when unaccompanied
by some estimate of the
effectiveness of the program, the
IWEG proposes that it undertake
a comprehensive research program
which would aim to determine the
actual efficacy of the TWA
program."
McDonnell, who is enthused
about the idea of patients'
evaluation of their own therapy, is
planning to apply to the Ford
Foundation or the federal

government for $750,000 in
grants, $150,000 a year for five
years, to initiate such an
evaluation program. He is
optimistic about the prospects of
setting the grants.
Before entering the Center,
McDonnell was employed by
McDonnell & Co. in New York
City, a major stock exchange firm
owned by his family. He edited
financial reports for the company
and was also a consultant on
automated education to Fortune
magazine.
He also formerly did
psychology research at Yale
University and plans to make a
career of mental health work,

Pres. Donnelly
Gives Resignation
To Highlands U
Las Vegas, N.M. (Ul'I) - Dr.
Thomas C. Donnelly told the
Highlands University Board of
Regents yesterday he will retire as
president of the college next
August.
Donnelly, 64, has been head of
the college since 1952. During his
term of office the oollege has
grown from an enrollment of 500
students to 2400 and the faculty
has doubled.
Donnelly said a successor will
probably not be named until next
spring,
.
A native of West Virginia,
Donnelly joined the faculty of
New Mexico Western University in
· 1931 and later moved to UNM.
He served as Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences and
Dean of the General College at
UNM before he was named head
of Highlands.
Donnelly also served as Deputy
Administrator of the Office of
Price Administration in
Washington, D.C., during WWII, as
a member of the New Mexico
Little Hoover Commission, and
• the state Economic Development
Committee.

OPEN LETTER TO THE STUDENT BODY

This letter might have been an announcement informing you of the death of the Mirage. Financially,
we were about to fail. Our allocation from Student Government and our book sales combined were not
enough to allow us to publish,
Nobody believed uswhen we said we had to sell 4000 subscripti.ops at $7 each in order to print.
·Most people thought $7 was totally unrealistic. Unfortunately, $7 was the minimum price we could
.___.7 .._11.,_ _. charge. We sincerely thank the 700 people who had enough faith in our intentions to buy the book.
Unfortunately, ·you we~ not enough.
.

...

~The thing that \'las most discouraging about the whole situation was that we never planned to publish

a traditional (translate 11 dull 11 ) yearbook. There were so many good photographs and. 'ideas ... ·our book
would have bl:!en more than excellent ...

Unfortunately the financial risk of publishing the Mirage as originally planned would have been
too great in the.eyes of the Student Publications Board after the disappointing sales, .And the personal expense of time for something that very possibly could never have been printed was too great to
justify Mirage in the eyes of the staff.
A great deal of time has already been spent, as well as a great deal of money, The results, as
reflected in sales have been humiliating, and have been misunderstood by everyone except those
who have suffered through the last six months with us trying to paint a dinosaur in psychedelic colors.
So this is a birth announcement, Our new concept for the Mirage is three books instead of one,
Each book will present a segment of the year in a photo-journalistic style, ~nd·may be purchased
individually. The first issue will come out the first week in January, a~d W1ll,cov~r all the ha~pen
ings up to that time ••. Moratorium, Homecoming, football,etc. Thesecond 1ssue w1ll :nclu~e orgarnzations pictures, basketball, more news, and will appear before spring b~eak. O~r f1nal 1nstallrnen~
can come either before Fiesta or after Graduation. Included in the last 1ssue w1ll be sports, spec1al
news features, and class pictures.

Fine

PICTURE·.
FRAMING
Hundreds of'.
PRINTS
Photo ~ri:imes

three categories: necessary Marty O'Brien, the newly elected
employment, $72,600, defined as president of IWEG, said the IWEG
salaries the Center .would have to had been meeting without staff
pay regular employees if work supervision all along and "will
employees were unav;;lilable for continue to do so despite what
work; Center income, $17,500, the TWA staff says."
One Closed Meeting
attributable to work employees
At the Oct. 22 meeting of
who work in the canteen and
cafeteria sections of the Center; IWEG, members voted to allow
indirect contributions, $35,000, two TWA staff members to attend
arrived at by doubling the IWEG meetings on Wednesday
$17,500 under Center income and Friday, with the Monday
because the federal government meeting closed to all but IWEG
matches each dollar a "local members.
Miss O'Brien said the IWEG
income" to the Center with two
meetings normally draw between
federal dollars.
McDonnell explained that the 22 and 25 patients.
figures for necessary employment · "It is in the nature of
.were computed at the federal patient-staff relationships in
minimum wage or the lowest rate mental health facilities that staff
prevailing in the community. are regarded with awe, if not fear,
McDonnell said the largest and patients will often fail to
discrepancy between. staff and disclose what they are feeling in
patients' estimates of patients' meetings that are seen to be
contributions to the center staff-initiated, organized and
occurred in the necessary controlled," the IWEG statement
employment category (staff said.
McDonnell said the major
estimate $54,900, patient
estimate $72,600) because the obstacle in organizing the work
cafeteria supervisor "considers all employees at the Center is "to
work employees assigned to her as create in them a feeling that they
non-essential."
are meritorious people.
McDonnell said the canteen
McDonnell smd the Center's
and cafeteria are budgeted to PPPC has refused to recognize the
produce $30,000 in an income to work employees as bona fide
the Center and work employees employees "even after seeing a
comprise 7/12 of the staffs of financial analysis of their
those two areas.
contributions to the Center."
Open Forum
Employee Status
A statement prepared by the
"Giving the patients employee
IWEG says one of the original status threatens the caste system
reasons for the formation of the of the hospital," McDonnell said,
group was "to provide a forum "I feel the patients have the right
where patients could freely speak to live at least at the federal
their minds without observation poverty level especially in view of
the fact that they are large
from the staff."
Since its formation in August, contributors to the Center."
He said that since the work
the IWEG has met every Friday
for one-half hour to discuss employees are not recognized as
patients' problems and to bona fide employees, the IWEG
familiarize its members with the has been denied representation on
recommendations IWEG is making the Center's PPPC.
McDonnell says the PPPC's
to the TWA staff and to the
Center's Personnel Policies and arguments against granting the
work employees bona fide
Practices Committee (PPPC).
McDonnell said last week that employee status are (1) work
a TWA staff member had employees are patients and are at
informed the IWEG that their the Center for therapy, not for
future meetings would be employment, (2) payment is a
attended by a TWA staff member. therapeutic device and could be

FROM THE MIRAGE STAFF, 1970 :

.COUNTRY BARN

'•

•

Independent Workers Ask Right to Live 'at Least at Federal Poverty Level'

Although few seditious professors,
have been turned up by the.
Committee ou Un·American'
Activities, its lists of suspects have
certainly included a subStantial
number of highly educated men:
1and women,"
.
Benson went on to stress the t
!academic . failure to present a
·positive view of American
civilization, noting that many
professors presented American
democracy as just one of several
forms of government.

Math Department
Will Sponsor. Talk

for Christmas
shop at America's Oldest Market Place
1 with the largest concentration of Specialty Shops· in the Southwest.
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Mental Patients Demand Hike

Benson Might l-lead Draft
Studentll had a lot .of respect for
By FLOYD NORRIS
him."
College Press Service
When Benson first came to
LOS ANGELES-(CPS)- Claremont in 1946, CMC had not
"Perhaps it's time for a younger yet opened its doors and assets
man. I feel a little more choleric, a were less than $50,000. When he
little moJ:'e frustrated as the years left this September, there were
go by with some of the more 800 students and assets .had
asinine antics of some young climbed to $25 million. CMC is
people."
frequently recognized as one of
Dr. George C. S, Benson the 10 best independent men's
colleges in the country.
After 23 years as President of
Benson long favored cracking
Claremont Men's College (CMC), down on students, and while he
Dr. George C. S. Benson· last May never did hand out overly punitive
announced he was stepping down se1itences, he made it clear he
fiecause it was time for a younger wished he could. Speaking last
men. But now, if press speculation May, he looked back over his
can be believed, Benson is about career:
to take over the leadership of the
"Students have changed, and
Selective Service System, finally there's been a shift in the balance
lost by General Lewis B. Hershey. of power. Fifteen years ago, if we
Benson supposedly is being heard there was a threat of a
appointed because President panty raid, I'd go out and could
Nixon wants an educator who tell the students 'If you go down
wou'ld fit in with his to the women's dorm, I'll throw
administration. Benson fills the you out.'
bill. Long active in Republican
"Now the President is reduced
politics, he was co-chairman of a to something like a political
1960 group called "Southern leader. He can't suspend o1· expel
California Scholars for student. It goes through a
Nixon-Lodge."
faculty-student tribunal. ·
"The faculty has more power,
Conservative
and until the facilities stiffen up,
He has long coupled a basic the disruption on campuses will
conservatism with strong support continue. It's a question of
of the military. Despite this, he is toughness, You know, do you
· 'generally respected on the campus have backbone."
he began.
Paul Resnick, editor of the
campus newspaper, says that
"Encourage Pinkness"
"Benson was very conservative,
In December, 1948, having
but he was always fair and honest.
been president of CMC for over
two years, Benson waded into the
fight over communism on the
campus, issuing something less
than a ringing defense of academic
freedom.
"Most professors are not red.
Few of them are consciously pink.
But many, perhaps most of them,
have encouraged student pinkness
"Der biggest name in
by failing to stress the more
significant values of the American
Hot Dogs"
tradition.
"Much of Europe's present
4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
difficulties
are due to the
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
thorough permeation of the
5810
N.E. 268-4147
intellectuals with Marxist ideas.
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Those of you who have already subscribed have paid for ~.11 th:ee issuesplus the.hard coyer. At
the end of the year you will have the different yearbook we prom1sed you. But you w1ll §et 1t sooner
than you expected, to enjoy before the year has ended ... before parts ot_ t~e year have begun. For .
those of you who don 1 t like yearb·ooks orwho thought seven dollars was nd1culous, or who were putt1ng
off buying one, etc,etc: thanks for forcin.g us into trying something new.
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Chickens Lose Protest Over
Mother Carey's Chickens have plays was a member of Pi Kappa
been turned down on a protest of Alpha.
Tuesday's games with Pi Kappa
D;:tvid Hunt, Director of
Alpha. The protest arose over the Intramurals, and the protest
number of plays in the second committee turned the protest
half of play when the Pikes scored down at a meeting "with the
the winning touchdown and extra officials and the teams involved
point during a 7-6 decision.
beca1.we there was no tangible
proof that any error was made on
No Proof
the scoresheet, As to why the
The Pikes scored the selection of the scorekeeper, Hunt
touchdown with only four play1; responded, "Michael Henry, my
remaining in the game. Mother assistant, appoints the officials
C rey's team members also and he was short Tuesday. At
qu.stioned why the official halftime he realized he (the
keeping track of the number of scorekeeper) was a Pike and had

Rich McConnell keep an eye on
the scoresheet."
The Pikes have advanced to the
finals of the tournament by
beating Tewa yesterday, 27-6.
"Won't Play Again"
Bob Russo, Mother Carey's
quarterback, was very
disappointed with the situation's
outcome, "I know that people are
going to think that this is just a
lot of crying on a wet towel by
the independents," Russo, a
junior, told the Lobo, "but we
(Mother Carey's Chickens) never

Game

Thursday, October.,30, 1969

Play Count

Mother Carey's Chickens ended
thoul!ht it would boil down to
this. The Greeks have got in second place in the
everything-the fans, the refs, Independent League behind Law
everything-but we're pretty School. The two top teams in
proud of the way our guy's came each of the three leagues are
out and outplayed the Pikes, This entered in the all-campus playoffs,
guy (Michael Henry) kept coming The two undefeated teams, Tewa
out on the field to talk to the and Law School, drew byes in the
officials and to tell us we. were first round and the four other
hitting too hard, I got to the teams are selected at random.
protest meeting just as it got out I
The protest committee is made
and I don't know what happened, up of ·elected members of the
but that game should have been Intramural Council, This year's
played over, Intramurals has really members are: Mike Courtney, Dan
gone down this year, and I won't Weismueller, Bob Myer, and Craig
Anderson.
play again at this school."

Pikes Meet SAE's
PORTS ~ In Fin aIs For Tit Ie

'No

Steve Stillman slipped into the
endzone and took the 10-yard
Sigma Alpha Epsilon will meet pass. Another pa8s to Fleming and
Pi Kappa Alpha this afternoon for the Pikes led 21·0.
the university championship. Both
Tewa finally got on the board
won their semi-final · games when quarterback Charlie Long
yesterday, beating Tewa and Law let go with a bomb. Jack Warecki
School who represented the best battled two Pike defenders and
in the dormitory and independent came up with the ball as the
leagues. The two fraternity defenders fell to the ground.
powers previously tied for the Warecki sprinted fifteen years for
championship in the Fraternity the score and Tewa had cut the
League.
lead to 21-6.
In the meantime, Cotton Bowl
Pi Kappa Alpha will be looking
Long exhibited the same
scouts would take in the to defend their all-campus title scrambling ability that led Tewa
Georgia-Tennessee, Florida - and the SAE's are looking to to the dorm title but the Pike
Auburn, Missouri • Kansas State, break up the Pike football offense was too much for the
Louisiana State - Mississippi, and dynasty. Game time is at 4:30 on outweighted Coronado residents
Alabama • Mississippi State game Coronado field No. 4. Tewa and to handle
Saturday.
Law School will meet at 3:30 to
Rich Fleming tallied once more
Coach Woody !layes of Ohio determine third place.
as the Pikes were tuning up for
State brought up the possibility of
today's encounter. He started from
the Buckeyes playing in some
sixty ·yards out and snaked his
other bowl in a talk before
way all the way for the score.
Pikes 27, Tewa 6
Chicago football writers.
Another Conway pass failed and
Hayes said that since this is the
the game ended 27-6,
The
Pikes
scored
the
first
time
lOOth anniversary of football, the
Scoring:
nation's No. 1 team should appear they had the ball when Mike
Pikes - Fleming 25 pass from
in a bowl game "and that includes Conway threw the first of three Conway (Conway run)
us if we are the best team in the touchdown passes in the game.
Pikes - Davidson 2 pass from
Rich Fleming was on the receiving
country."
Conway
(Fleming run)
end of Conway's first strike as the
Field Scovell, the chairman of Pik("s flooded Tewas zone defense
Pik('S - Stiilman 1 0 pass from
the Cotton Bowl selection with three receivers. Conway ran Conway (Fleming pass from
committee, said his committee for the extra point.
Conway)
would be "most happy to discuss
Tewa-Wan•cki 60 pass from
Latet· in the first half Conway
it with them" - after the Nov. 17 threw his sPcond touchdown. This Long (run fail<>d)
deadline under NCAA regulations. time Conway called for a quick
Pi!m; ·-- !•'leming 60 run ( paS!J
"I think it would be real fine jump pass and found Mike fail!!cl)
for a team from the Big 10 to Davidson unatt!'nd!'d. Fleming
come down here and see how tlw took an option pitch to malte the SAE 25, law School 0
other half operates after having halftime bCore, 14·0.
While the Pilws wt>re turning
played in that other bowl so
Conway continued to riddlP
long," Scovell said. "Maybe it the Tewa pass deft!llSe as the aside Tewa, the SAE's W!'l'e
maldng shamblt:>:; of Law School,
would open their eyes."
second half opened. This time 25-0. Talting the b.tl! on the first
series, the SAE'1, tool: but tsix
+;-~=-~~-t:~-1:'~
t:;;
~:..-~~-=~ t~-E:=-:::=----~:::-~~-~~-~--;;·:__;-~:'1:
t=-~-u£f
plays to cover the field and rack
up six points. Quarterback Rich
Gantner covered the final five
yards and Mike Campbell plunged
for the extra point.
12 2
A bad snap from Law School's
c~nter put the Lawyers' backs to
+'~-::-~:-:-::-::~-~-G~-li:l-n-n-:~:~-::::-::•-tll~ll-:r.~~:~-t~~-::::~-=~-:l-~-~~-~+

Cotton Bowl

For OSU' Big 10
United ~ess International
DALLAS - A Cotton Bowl
spokesman said Wednesday the
Dallas classic would welcome
Ohio State as a guest team if the
Big 10 would permit it, but the
Big 1 0 commissioner stated
yesterday that only one Big 10
member, the conference champ,
would be sent to the Rose Bowl.
That leaves Ohio State out
because the Buckeyes are
ineligible because they went to
Pasadena last year. Big 10 rules
forbid a school from taking the
trip two years in a row.

ANYTHING
YOU WISH
·YOU'LL FIND AT

t""-t;;

I! Large
Luneh at OKIE'S f
Large Pizza • Large Pitcher oi Beer !
tcombined Priee $3.Z5 · :~:~£~~-,~~:iuay f
NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in fulf prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. ForSale

,,

3 Services
'l. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --·-~TIMES STARTING~--

While many groups around the WAC have been quick in
siding with the 14 dismissed black athletes at Wyoming,
Coach Lloyd Eaton has had his share of backers as well.
The Casper, Wyo, Quarterback Club, for instance, has
offered to pay the moving expenses of any UW faculty
member who felt compelled to resign in protest of Eaton's
decision.

• • •

Sports
Briefs

Shortly before the 14 blacks entered Eaton's office,
several white players had visited Eaton at his office two days
earlier. The whites asked Eaton for permission to participate
in the Vietnam moratorium but the veteran mentor replied,
"nothing doing."
"We reminded the whole squad that we didn't want any of
them taking part in the Vietnam demonstration, and they all
adhered to the rule and request," said Eaton. "So why should
we ·bend the rule two days later when 43 boys saw fit to
adhere and 14 did not."
Asked Eaton: "If you get open defiance on a team, how
do you expect to maintain team morale and discipline if you
ignore it?"

Soccer
AI! intl'r!•strd uml<•rgradual!•
male students with some prl'vioufl
l'l;peri~>nc!' in socc(•r m·e invitl•d to
participate in regular practice on
.Johnson Gym fields Tu<>sdays and
Thumdays from 4·6. Rl'gular
participants will be organized into
teams to pia~' in the AlbuqMrqtt!'
Soccer .League .this sprin,g. I~or
further mformahon call Hemmmg
Atlabon at 277-2603.
Rick Barry never wanted to
play for the Washington Caps of
the ABA and now he doesn't have
to, at least for a while.
Barry collapsed during the
second quarter of a game with the
Carolina Cougars last Wednesday
and has been ordered by the
doctor to stay off his gimpy left
knee.
Surgery appeared necessm-y to
repair the collapsed cartilage in
the knee, which probably means
the 6-foot·7 forward might be out
for the remainder of the season.

• • •

In column one of page 7 in today's Lobo, the Cotton
Bowl selection committee has announced the teams it is
scouting for the Dallas game next New Year's Day.
Among the glaring omissions from the list is eastern
powerhouse Penn State and unbeaten Wyoming from our
own WAC. Of course the first things we will probably hear
from the committee's members about the omissions, is that
the two school's aren't good enough.
The truth of the matter is, though, that the committee
refuses to match a WAC team against its SWC champion
because a loss would probably mean a considerable loss of
prestige, no matter how good the teani is they lose to.
Until the Cotton Bowl committee changes its present
narrow-mindedness, tbe classic will always be tinged with its
own mediocrity.

John Tarrant of Walton,
England set a world record
yesterday by running 100 miles in
12 hours, 31 minutes, 10 seconds.
He slashed 15 minutes, :l4 seconds
off the mark set by Wally
Hayward of South Africa in 1953.

1·e1at

;)next

ONE OF THE SOUTHWEST'S
FINEST SHOPPING CENTERS
54 fin• stnres fa s&rve- you Letfet • • •
.(500 free parking spaces for your conVen•

ENCLOSED $ • - - - -

PLACED BY--~-------'-~

OFFENSE

f.11

Wt.
185
230
210
220
180
175
165
155
165

PIKES
Brian Dennard
Bob Myers
Earl Chavez
Pete Gross
Mike Davids
Mike Conwa"
Rich Flemin.,
Bob Ortiz
Steve Stillman

190
240
230
210
185
210

Graig Belsheinn
Tom Ortiz
Bob Myers
Glen Von Dreele
Brian Dennard
Earl Chavez
ltich Fleming
Steve Ludlow
PatKil

165
165
170

quotes of
the week
1 •. •

UNM Intramural Director Dr,
David Hunt on why there are six
officials present at the intramural
playoffs instead of the usual two:
''The gv.ys needed the money.
That t" o dollars always comes in
handy."
Coach Duffy Daugherty · of
Michigan State, describing the
Spartan's triple option play: "It's
really a quadruple option, the way
we do it. We hand the ball off
pitch it out, pass it or maybe just
leave it lying there on the
ground."
Phil Niekro, Braves' pitcher:
"It seems like some kind of a
break somewhere opens the gate
for those Mets. Just give those
guys one break and that's it ....
They feel they can do
anything-even run through a
brick wall."

Need Glasses?
Prescriptions fi lied-Repair service
-free Glasses AdiustmentComplete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription
Prescription Sunglasses

24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

CASEY
OPTICAL
Next Door to
Casey's Rexall Drug Ston1
4312 Lomas NE

255-63211

By CHARLES WOOD
Lobo ~ports Editor

Track
2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

S tarl1ng
. , L.1neups i*

Wt.
Pos.
210
E
205
G
200
c
190
G
170
E
170
QB
160
HB
170
HB
160
Flk.
DEFENSE
Jim Burton
210
DE
Robert Kelly
200
T
Fred Trussel
205
T
John Milner
165
DE
BobMyer
160
LB
Paul Burdonaro
190
LB
Mark Bakkum
190
LB
Bill Harrison
170
s
Jeff Hastey
170
s
SAE Coaches: Ken Warren, Gary Gillespie

--~

Basketball

lertu • .. • fH1ftnntes off toul~ana, Indian
.School Rood and Penrlsyfvanla·, Vlstt iii soon.

!~

::':J

;,:
SAE
Jim Burton
Fred Trussel
Bill Vance
Bill Thompson
Jerry Marshall
Rich Gantner
Mike Walls
Mike Campbell
BobMyer

the goal again. Campbell made the
best of the break as he scored
from three yards out. The
Lawyers broke up Gantner's pass
for the point after and at halftime
the score read 13·0, SAE.
SAE's defense gave the offense
another scoring opportunity when
Bill Harrison picked off a pass at
midfield. Gantner all but crushed
Law School's hopes when he
connected with Jeff Hastey for a
third touchdown.
In the final minutes of the
game Gantner was injured but the
SAE's managed to score again
with Mike Walls at the helm. Walls
hit Bob Myers on a 15-yard aerial
that capped the scoring.
The game was marred by
several scuffles that delayed the
action. The officials had to warn
both teams and major penalites
were handed out both ways.
Scoring:
SAE
Gantner 5 run
(Campbell run)
SAE - Campbell 3 rmt (pass
failed)
SAE - Hastt>y 20 pass from
Gantner (pass failed)
SAE ~ Myer 15 pass from
Walls (run failt>d)

Indiana coach Larry Staverman
regards the three-point try as a
strategic device. "I realize the fans
love it," he said. "They treat it
like a horne run. But I see it as a
means of giving give . and • go in
your offense. It keeps the defense
from jamming the middle, sagging
on the big pivot men and forces
you to guard the outside shooter
In the other league they don't giv~
a darn about the 25-foot
shooters,"
Of course, Staverman will
always have a sentimental spot for
the innovation. JetTy Harkness cif
Indiana whipped in a· 92-foot
desperation shot that tumed
pending defeat into a one-point
victory at Dallas. "And 1 didn't
see much of the shot," interjected
Staverman, "because I was on my
way to the scorer's table to
1.
comp am about the timekeeper."

i~{:;:[:;:~~=:;:::;~::.~:::·:~:f:.~=-;::::;:,:::.;;;y::::::::·:::~:=::::f=:=~~:::~;~:::::::;·;:::::;:~:*:~::::~::::~:;~::;~::.:::.:;·:·:::.:.:{;::.:.:::;;··::::.:::::~::::::·~;:>;,:;::~;r.~~@;~:z.:~::-:&~~~~:;:;=~*:;!?'":$§;:f.::s.~:::yi
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The three-point field goal is
probably the best barometer of
success of the American
Basketball Association against the
older NBA.
A Louisville writer put it this
way, ''The old established NBA
was green with envy last seasonliking the idea, but hating the
little kid who'd thought of it."
As Alex Hannum, the coach
who left the Philadelphia 76ers
for greener pastures with the
Washington Caps, says, the old
league is dull. It has no place for
the little man while in contrast,
the ABA makes good use of the
little guy, primarily through the
three-point goal.
"Fans like to be able to
associate with a player," said
Hannum. "And most fans can
associate easier with the little
guy ."
·.-............... --·-· .. . ... _ .

Plavers Practice lt.
Coaches Fear 11.
Fans Love 11.
The Three-Point
Field Goal "'·
Is Here To Stav
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NCB HILL

FASHIONS FOR YOUNG MEN

FORWARD
FASHIONS
THE

VEST
.SUIT
by ENGLISH SPORTSWEAR
In Salt and Pepper Solids
or Plaids.1\Jix or Afatch.
Bucldc and i'ajJ HijJ Length
Vest. Flare Bottoms. Hi
Rise Pants. Vests in Extra
Small, Small. Aiedium,

Lmp;e. Pants in28 to 36
}Vaist.

Sult $40
or ••• VEST $20 • • •

19c

3003 CEN.N.E.

Trend $ ~ Shop

PANT$ $20
JUST ARRIVJl:D! ... NE\V SELECTION OF FAR OU:T DESIGNS
IN FLARE AND BELL BOTTOl\·f STYLE SLACKS. TIIESE ,\RE
THE STYLES \VORN ON THE STREETS OF NK\V YORK. I JESIGNED BY PAUL RESSLER. $7.00 TO $16.00 ..

_It's Happening at Strombergs Trend Shops
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Grant

Development: Program Receives

(Editor's Note: The following
article is part of a continuing
series on the activities and
projects of ISRAD (InStitution of
Social Research and
Development). 'Today's article
deals with the Community
Development Program.)
By UNM News Bureau
A housing cooperative in
Mountainair, continued technical
support to the Albuquerque
Building Cooperative,
investigation of possibilities for a
meat packing plant in El Rita, and
an organization in Santa Fe
dealing with problems of youth in
that city are among projects
which will be assisted through a
$111,000 Office of Economic
Opportunity grant to UNM's
Community Development
Program (CDP).
The program, a part of UNM's
Institute for Social Research and
Development, received the grant
for this fiscal year last week.
Create Income
Projects it will support and
assist will be in Albuquerque,
Santa Fe, Torrance county, the
rural areas of northern New
mexico (principally in Rio Arriba
and Taos counties), and the
Mid-West New Mexico
Community Action Agency,
covering the counties of
McKinley, Valencia, Socorro and
Catron.
While priorities are assigned to
projects based on jobs which will
be created or income which will
be produced, there is also an
emphasis on creating leadership
capacity to solve problems in the
communities.
If leaders are developed,
William McKinstry, CDP director,
says, development will lai;t
without a continuing flow of
outside support.
The grant pays for a staff
which includes McKinstry and
four field workers. It also pays
costs of UNM consultants,
although some of the aid given by
UNM costs nothing. That aid is in
the form of help by UNM
students, such as three
architecture students aiding a
cooperative housing project now
underway in Torrance county.
Student Assistance
The housing cooperativ~,
formed by 17 families m
Mountainair, is finding ways to
build or renovate housing using
labor from the families.
Besides the three architecture
students from UNM, who assist in
designing, preparing estimates and
other aspects of the cooperative's
job, the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences at UNM
has also pledged help in
management of the cooperative.
Mountainair, like si~ other
rural towns in Torrance county,
has received $900 in "seed
mone"y" from the' OEO.
Mountainair may plan to use its
grant for the cooperative.
Other towns in the county will
have different projects. Moriarty,
llllllllillii!IIUIII/IIIInllllllllnllllllllllftlllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIRIIIIUIIIIIIIIflllllll

'Recruiting U

Lenberg, has two classes and two
graduate assistants giving help to
minority group and poverty are11
businesses. Twenty businesses
have been identified by the CDP
to receive this assistance.
The CDP's role ·in northern
New Mexico is more one of
project development. Whel'!. a need
is identified, CDP can help
strengt!).en an organization's
capacity to work on it and can
VISTA'S
furnish UNM personnel to provide
It has been chosen as a site for expert assistance. In the North,
training VISTA (Volunteers in CDP and other UNM staff
Service to America) recruits, who members work closely with State
will spend three weeks in the Office of Economic Opportunity
town speaking Spanish and learn- personnel in developing projects.
ing Spanish from the 100 to 150 ·
One project at Hernandez is a
people who live there.
result of work done there last
The families will receive room summer by a VISTA associate.
and board money from · tlie There is interest in developing the
VISTA's.
recreational potential of the
At the same time, McKinstry Hernandez area, and CDP will
believes, the training may help assist a local group in ways such as
produce a continuing exchange making contacts with people
with the rural Spanish-American outside the community.
village,
Investigation of the possible
In Albuquerque, CDP will meat processing plant at El Rito is
continue to work with the in early stages, but · CDP may
A 1b u q u e r q u e
B u i I d in g provide similar assistance there.
Cooperative, a part of UNM effort
Youth
to assist minority group business
and business in poverty areas.
Also in the North, CDP has
The building cooperative helped seek funds for a federation
exemplifies the stress of the CDP of cooperatives, assisted with a
on producing lasting effects.·
possible feed lot cooperative in
While it originally trained a Rio Arriba county, and sought to
poverty area group in building develop corporate structures for
trade skills, it has expanded to land acquisition and development
include training in broader areas · in Talpa (near Taos) and
of management.
Medenales (near Espanola).
The cooperative has made
In Santa Fe CDP is helping
some profits, and these h11.ve been deveop a Youth Directions
applied to other poverty area Committee which will deal with
problems. Funds are available for problems such as juvenile
purposes such as posting bail probation and use of narcotics.
bond, and they have.been used to
While the Youth Directions
finance a custom ~:hoe business Committee is not economically
operated by one of the members. oriented, other projects in Santa
Fe are.
One is a cooperative for selling
Fumish Personnel
soap, which employes 16 people.
One UNM business professor, Customers are St. Vincent's
Dr. Howard Finston, has assigned Hospital, the Santa Fe Fire
graduate students to help the Department, and Santa Fe City
cooperative. Another, Dr. Robert Hall.
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mum• ($1.40) per time run. If ad ill to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 2U
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in !ull prior to insertion o! advertisement-
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ARMY & Am FORCE EXCHANGE
SERV1CEl-Acctg., Arch./ME, Bllil, Ad·
min., Math, Econ., Ind. 1\el., Psychology,
Audit, Marketing
ARTHUR' ANDERSEN & COMPANYBusiness Admin., Acctg., Law
AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.-All majors
MONTGOMERY WARD-Gen. Bus., Rc·
tailing or Econ., Liberal Arts for Jr.
Manngement .Trainee, Eus., Liberal Arts,
Fin., Mnth., Econ. for Credit Management
-Acetg., Audit for Controllct & Auditors
J, M. HUBER CORPORATION-ChE,
ME (BS, MS)
Frlday, October 31
ARMY AND ·Am FORCE EXCHANGE
SERVICE-Acctg,, Arch./ME, Bus, Admin.,
Math, Ec!>ll,, Ind. Rel., Psychology, Audit,
Marketing
TOUCHE, ROSS & COMPANY-Acctg,,
Finance

PERSONALS

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of people ·are being accepted_ in an ~XJJeriment
to stop nail biting. Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2103 for nppointm<!nt, 11/6
SHOP for your Christmas gifts at the
SHIRE LEATHER SHOP. Pants, skirts,
shirts, vests. NE comer o£ Edith and
Candelaria. 11/4
BICYCLE STOLEN: red, Huffy Mark X,
from Okies Friday 24th between 9-12:00
p.m. Any infonnation please call 2431673. No questions asked. 11/3
DEADLINE for inserting elMsiflcd 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.

69 MIRAGE are now on sale !or $5-rm.
205, Journalism Bldg.
THUNDERBmD taking contributions !or
art: drawings, vaintingst lithographs,
sculpture etc.. Rm. 168, Journalism
Bldg. Grad. students included.
AR'l'ISTS: great opportunity to work !or
experimental l)ublication. Come by room
205, Jourrtalism Bldg. or call 27-4102
!rom 9-5.
YEAR-OLD registered Beagle bitch to
give away. 344-8306.

2)

Rccroiters representing the £ollowing
companies or agcnciea will vlslt tho Center
to interview candidates for positions;

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global.Va" Li"t!t A.ge"t
AU Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Bul#nea
· J.O:or Free Estimate~
Call 255-6364-

for example, plans ·to use its
money for a day care center,
which CDP may help organize.
In each of the towns, CDP can
fumish advice on developing
projects with effects which will be
long-lasting.
' One Torrance county town,
Tajique, will receive another
economic boost through an OEO
project,

LOST&FOUND

FOUND: leather case with key on lawn
outaide Sara Reynolds Hall, morning of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.
LOST: 5 mo. old Weimaraner pUp. Light
btown short hnh·-. floppy cars, gray_ eyca.
Four childr<!ll hurting. Reward. Call College Inn 243-2881 or 842-5944. 11/3
FOUND: 1969 Valley ltigh Class Ring,
girls red storte. Call 299-6940.

1
WALLET LOST. Sentimental vn ue. ID
267-86-8506, No qu.,tions. Call 242-4279.
")

SERVICES

il

------.....,-------

TUTORING: F'rench-convcrsation and
101-102. After 4:30 and weekends,
842-9698. 11/5
IRONING---humune rates, pickup and delivery, Bagworm a7ld Wnsherwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/6
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regular hnircuts,. razor eut.sj styling. 243 ..

0003.

COIN LAUNDRY-Open 24 hrs. 7 dnys a
Wl!ek. 610 Central S~. 10/31
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Important Results
The VISTA associates program
was terminated in September.
Unlike :regular VISTA volunteers,
VISTA associates worked only
during a summer,
While OEO payment of the
associates stopped ·at the end of
the summer, most have remained
active on their own in a similar
work. McKinstry estimates 90
percent have continued to

History Lecture
Internationally recognized
Soviet authority Dr. Robert F.
Byrnes will present a lecture on
"The Future of History" at 8 p.m.
today in the Kiva.
Byrnes is a Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar. For the past nine
years he has directed the academic
exchange program between
American universities and the
Soviet Union.

participate in organizations whose
aims are similar to those of
VISTA.
While CDP's · programs 11re
justified by pointing out how they
help work out problems in
poverty ·areas, UNM's
participation may have important
results for the University.
. The assignment of three
business classes to CDP projects
and work done by architecture
students in another project,
McKinstry points out, is an
important step in making
university 'classes more relevant to
what is happening off campus.

Thursday Film
Preston Sturges' "Sullivan's
Travels" will be the featured film
of the University of New Mexico's
La Societe du Cinema tomorrow
(Thursday) night at 7 in the
Student Union Building Theater.
Admission is by season
subscription to the series of film
classics or on a seats available
basis at 50 cents per person.

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER

RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Dcpoait
Lower 111onthlv nate

EMPLOYMENT

CAN USE two undergraduate men, with
car to he!~ in my work. 25 hr. $66.01
to atnrt. Call I•'rldaY 3·5 p.m. only.
247-9003. 10/30
WANTED: Occasional babysitter tor 5
month old, at resfd(!Jtcc. Call 255·4778.
10/30
PART-TIME GIRT, FRIDAY: Two out•
standing young Indies needed, Must be
wiUlng to learn orchids. Hard work nnd
responsibility but plelll!ant surroundings.
Call 255-2415. 10/30
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Amendments to the ASUNM
constitution that would include
graduate students in ASUNM
goverance, establish a
proportional system of levying the
student activity fee, and form an
elections supervisory commission
will be voted on in a special
referendum election next
Wednesday.
The amendments will provide
an extra four graduate student
senators, to be elected at a special
election by the graduate student
body, to serve "until the spring
general election of 1970." The
four extra positions will remain
open to any student until ~pring
1971 when the "membership of
the Senate will revert back to its
normal membership of 20."
Eligibility Requirements
Eligibility requirements for

graduate applicants for ASUNM
president and vice-president are
outlined, Graduate candidates for
ASUNM president must have been
enrolled for "at least three
consecutive semesters" with 21
earned hours of credit.
Applicants for ASUNM vice
president must have been enrolled
for at least two consecutive
semesters and have 15 earned
hours of credit. In either case, the
student must have maintained at
least a 2.0 grade average.
One amendment requests that
"the amount of the student
activity fee to be paid by a
student enrolled for less than
twelve class hours shall be
one-twelfth of the full amount for
each class hour taken." All
students paying the full or

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS .. Playboy, American Astrology, Art . News, nil major
mnJ~Mines. Sec American Bank or Commerce in SUD for subscriptions from
UNM student repres'entatlv.a. 11/5

kapy karner
High SpNd XEIIOX COPIE5-8c--No Limit
special rates for dluertatlons-requfred paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other location• !n Wlnrock Center,
National Building &. 120 Modelra NE

Liason Committf;le

A liaison committee between
Senate and the graduate student
body, the Graduate Student
Union (GSU) would be set up
with six voting members elected
by the graduate student body,
two faculty members appointed
by the faculty policy committee,
and one undergraduate member of
Senate.
The GSU's functions are listed
as "advisement of the dean of the
graduate school, "investigation of

the differences of conflicts
between graduate students and
ot~e~ segments of the university,"
revision and review of graduate
curricula and promotion of
"graduate stude1't participation"
in student government.
Graduate Poll
Since many graduate students
are not members of ASUNM the
' al
proposed consti tu t ion
amendments as approved by
Senate include a poll of graduate
students on the issues affecting
them at the time of the elections
with the "results made available
to the faculty and the Regents."
No n-ASUNM undergraduates
will be polled on the question of
the change in activity fee
structure.
'l'he final amendment would
establish an election commission
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Faculties Should Help Govern
Says Phi Beta Kappa Scholar
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where the heads of all nations meet

University faculties should
move into the area of college
governance, and seek to strike a
more equitable balance of
research and instruction, said
Professor Robert Byrnes,
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Professor Robert Brynes
visiting Phi Beta Kappa scholar'
said in a lecture last night
historians must set up "a better
balance" . between research and
instruction.

Says Curry at RHC Meeting

re-organizations of university
governance. Faculties will be
working on their own budgets,
possibly electing deans, and
college presidents for fixed terms,
Brynes said.
University _of Indiana history
"A fixed term is as about as
instructor, in a lectu1·e last night. much as any man can sLand. I
This year's guest in the Phi think all of us feel the ground is
Beta Kappa annual "visiting shifting under our feet, many of
scholar program, Byrnes spoke to the old values and institutions are
an audience of 100 in the Kiva on changing," he said.
the topic, "The Future of
Brynes cited the rapid growth
History."
of the numbers of students,
Brynes is a specialist on Soviet universities, and doctoral
and East European studies.
programs in the last ten years at
"For many year's faculty an indication of "the best of
members have not wanted to times" now being enjoyed by
move into the area of higher education.
administration. It is time
More Students
consuming. But I think the
"There are now about seven
benevolent despotism on the part million students in American
of administrations will undergo colleges and universmes where
chan·ge," he said.
there were about th:ree million ten
"There will be a sharp series of years ago," he said.
"If a scholar in any country
wants to get ahead, to advance, he
comes to the United States. Our
libraries have improved
fantastically," he said.
The problems of this rapid
growth are those which have made
this "the worst of times" for the
· history profession. "Massive
overspecialization," reluctance to

Legislators Will Support U
•COLOR by Deluxe
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to "certify results" of ASUNM
elections.
Committee Makf;l-Up
The committee would consist
of the ASUNM vice-president and
president, and five students, one
to be a senator not running for
re·eleQtion, The five are to be
appointed by the ASUNM
president for a one-year term, and
confirmed by Senate.
The polls will be open from 8
to 4 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 5.
Ballot boxes will be set up in the
engineering complex, the
education complex, Hokona an:;!,
Coronado dining halls, and the
Greek housing area. Twa ballot
boxes will be set up in the Union,
If ratified by the electorate,
the amendments must be
approved by the faculty and the
Regents before they are binding.

NEW

Pizza Slices 15¢

Buck's 2~ 5 ~entals

LOBO
265-4759

part-time activity fee will be
considered ASUNM members
under the new fee structure. The
change will make graduate
students carrying less than 12
hours, or part-time undergraduate
students, eligible for ASUNM
membership.

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

BMW JSETTA. $40. Call 296-2418. 11/4
LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Theta!
Will deliver. Let the Phi Dells light
your way. 243-0066.
MARTIN o-ts guitar .with soft shell ease,
excellent condition. $180. 27-5468. 11/5
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great cortdiUon.. air conditioning, 2 spkr. radio.
344-3654 after 4 pm.
Now on our tables-new shipment of oUI"
fantotl5 reduced non-fictiort boola!, halfprice paperbacla!, and beautiful new
bargain books. Also tiU Christmos 5%
discount on new current books on our
shelves. QUIVmA BOOKSHOP. 2128
Central SE.
1965 Mustang. Excellent condition. Call
842-8565 after 7 p.m. 11/3
FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
with extended front end, custom ttea.t,
bar and tank set up. Top end recently
worked over.. Needs n. few Very minor
iobs done. $218. Owner also is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-l;Oil Grant after 6 p.tn. Monday through Thursday and Sundny afternoon.
1951> PORSCHE speedster, good condition.
$1000. 243·5488.
USED 1969 BMW 2002. White with blue
interior. 18,000 miles; very good condition. Contact Gerhard Motors, 256-5649,
PAIR HEAD GS 190's mounted, NeVada
toe, brand new rotomat heel. $100.
. :Margaret 243-1438. Long thongs, 10/31
'6ti PLYMOUTH FURY III, 383. ILoaded.
New tires. $1250. 243-7168.
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Constitutional Amendments Include Graduate Students in Governance

FORSALE
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Another CDP project in Santa
Fe assists in leadership
development for people working
in the Concentrated Employment
project there.
CDP in the past has
administered other programs, such
as training of rural Mexican youth
for leadership in their villages, and
supervision during the past th\·ee
summers of the VISTA associates
program.

Special Elections Will Be Held on Nov. 5.

PARTIAlLY

PILMED IN

HEW MEXICO

ASUNM President Ron Curry said last
night he thought the legislative investigating
committee would vote 4-2 in favor of UNM.
Curry, in a speech before the Residence
Halls Council (RHC) said, "If the committee
makes no rash moves, in two years the
investigation will be just history."
In other action, RHC heard a plan to
establish a "100-level sex education course"
and adopted their 1969-70 by-laws.
Possible Tie
Curry said he believed the investigating
committee would, after they have sifted and
studied all evidence, vote not to take action
against UNM. "Although," he added, "a 3-3
tie vote is possible.
Curry did not say which legislators he
thought would vote to take action against
the University.
The investigating committee was formed
by the legislature last spring in reaction to
the teaching of Lenore Kandel's "Love Lust
Poem'' in a freshman English class. 1'he
committee was set up to investigate all of
the state's universities but has aimed most of
its investigation directly at UNM, CUrry said.
Se" Education
The plan for a freshman-level sex
education course was introduced by Santa
Clara delegate Vickie Carnahan. She told the
Council the present sex education courses.
offered by the University ·are all part of the

College of Education and are open for credit
only to education students.
The recommendation, which was
introduced in the form of a bill, was not
acted upon.
Miss Carnahan said her bill would be a
petition to the faculty to establish the new
course. Under her plan the course would be
administered by a department in the College
of Arts and Sciences.. She did not specify ·
which department she thought should.
administer the course.
Parliamentru.ian .
"Currently, all sex education courses are
division level
taught only · as upper
courses," she said. The new course would be
the only lower-level course of its type.
RHC also voted to adopt their 1969-70
by-laws.
Included in the by-laws are provisions for
scholarship, social-culture, budget, steering,
and publicity and promotions committees.
The Council also voted to add a
"non-voting parliamentarian" to the RHC to
interpret the constitution as required. The
action requires approval of the residents in
each dorm.
In other action, a "casin·o night" to be
held Feb. 13 was added to RHC's list of
.activities this year. The· event is to be
sponsored by the RHC 'social-cultural
committee.

use new techniques, and the
proliferation of new universities
and programs waters down the
quality of teaching."
Mass Media
"The mass media and television
probably have more influence on
the population of New Mexico
than all the state universities, We
must recognize them as.~~
substitute for history," he said. ·
"In this rapid growth, the
consumer, the student, has been
forgotten. The idea of the best job
being the job in which the least
teaching is done musf be
changed," Byrnes added.
"We must give more thought to
the student. We must increase
productivity of the teacher and
get away from the idea of
promotion based on pages
(published)," he said.
"I think we are all glad the
students are finally beginning to
£rlticize the quality of teaching "
he said.
'
"Today's students are more
political, so are the faculty.
However when the corporate
body of the university takes
political action they are open to~
the proper political
counterattack," he said.
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Lobo photo by Chester Pa!ntet

RHC

Ron Curry told RHC last night
he thought the legislative
investigating committee would
vote in favor of UNM.

